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1. Welcome
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Chairs / Commission



EGHD/19 – 15th November 2018

Agenda

1. Welcome (10:00)

2. Review of ATM staff work stations design paper (10:10)

LUNCH (13:00)

3. Presentations on Airborne Separation Assurance System (ASAS) and Multi-
Sector Planner (MSP) (14:00)

4. EGHD Work Programme 2019 (15:00)

5. Any Other Business (15:30)
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EGHD updates

• Updates from Chairs

• Update from Commission

• Wise Persons Group

• Update from PRB

• PRB aims to strengthen collaboration with the EGHD through discussions on the 
feasibility of a change management indicator for RP4. 
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2. Review of ATM staff work stations design 
paper
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EGHD/19 – 15th November 2018

Progress-to-date

• August – members provided input to EGHD Support

• 5th September – EGHD Chairs and SJU bilateral to discuss how EGHD’s paper 
can add value to SJU’s work

• 17th September – EGHD teleconference to review draft content and structure

• 28th September – EGHD bilateral with IFATSEA to understand the ATSEP work 
station further

• October – first draft of paper developed 

• 15th November – review of paper at EGHD/19

• Before Christmas – aim to have paper approved and formally submitted to EC
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Review of paper 

• Recommendations now structured into four sections:

• Strategic management of work station design

• Design of operating room 

• Design of work station furniture

• Design of HMI

• Additional inputs from / since September teleconference:

• IFATCA: inclusion of Join Human Machine System (JHMS)

• IFATSEA: alerting and monitoring tools for technical staff (e.g. system 
degradation, cyber)
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3. Airborne Separation Assurance System 
and Multi-Sector Planner
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Olivia Nunez, SESAR Joint Undertaking
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Work Programme state-of-play
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Olivia Nunez (SJU)

Introduction to ASAS

15/10/2018



What is ASAS?

The Airborne Separation Assurance System is an aircraft system that enables the 
flight crew to maintain separation of aircraft from one or more aircraft and
provides flight information concerning the surrounding traffic. (SKYBRARY).
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System: a pilot maintaining visual separation is not ASAS!

Not necessarily delegation of separation responsibility: ATC can delegate the 
execution of the separation manoeuvre without delegating the responsibility.

ASPA is airborne spacing: ATC instructs aircraft to achieve and maintain a 
certain spacing (which may or may not be = separation minima) from the 
target(s) aircraft. 



ASAS vs. ACAS
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ACAS is collision avoidance (safety net), while ASAS is separation provision.

So, what is separation provision?

 Definition (ICAO Doc.9882): Separation provision is the tactical process 
of keeping aircraft away from hazards by at least the 
appropriate separation minima.

 Hazards: terrain, wake turbulence, collision

The minimum displacements between an 
aircraft and a hazard which maintain the 
risk of collision at an acceptable level of 
safety.



Conceptual strengths

Became part of the target concept in the late 90s as part of ‘Free Flight’ (Free flight 
= ASAS + Free Route):
• Increased resilience, due to separation task being distributed (ATC no longer single point of failure).
• Scalable with growth of traffic (more traffic = more separators).
• Less latency. 
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These 2001 quotes sums up the arguments in favour of ASAS that were put 
forward in the late 90s and early 2000s: 

“As traffic grows, the probability, and therefore the effective conflict rate as 
experienced by the controller, increases quadratically with the number of aircraft 
in the sector. For the airborne conflict probability, this is different […] the 
probability and the perceived conflict rate increase linearly.” 

“When the technology in the air is equally as reliable as the technology on the 
ground, the distributed Free Flight ATM concept features a safety and airspace 
capacity that is magnitudes higher than the current en-route ATM system. “ [1]



Conceptual challenge 
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Ground speed control: ATCO can 
instruct this aircraft to reduce speed 
earlier or later in order to achieve 
spacing with (one or more) aircraft 
ahead or behind. Can be reactive or 
pro-active.

ASAS speed control: each 
aircraft reactively adjusts 
speed to achieve spacing 
with the aircraft just ahead

• Ground based = smoother ride ( In SESAR 1 validations [7] [13] speed changes were 
sometimes observed to be too extreme). 

• ATC has a plan (the ground plan) of how all the traffic will be managed, while a pilot has 
a more limited view, and can only act on his own trajectory.

 Informally, all ATCOs know ATC plan is a fundamental part of air traffic control (solving a scenario rather 
than the individual conflicts).

 Formally, SESAR 1 WPE project EMERGIA modeled the ground plan for en-route (solving conflicts in batches 
rather than one by one) and proved (by rare-event simulation) that the performance of the ground-based 
concept in their model was better than the equivalent airborne-based concept with no ground-plan [14].



ASAS research in SESAR 

Only concept really researched in Industrial Research is ASPA-FIM = sequence of aircraft on approach, expecting to 
get more precise spacing than ATCO

Always requires ATC clearance for pilot to maintain separation with preceding aircraft on the approach sequence. 
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M
ore autom

ation

1 CDTI (information only)

2 Pilot to maintain Out-the-window (OTW) visual separation

3 CAVS with no minima transparent to ATC – after visual OTW acquisition and ATC clearance to 
maintain visual separation, pilot maintains “visual” separation on CDTI (no minima). CAVS application 
provides support (e.g. differential speed) –

4 CAVS with no separation minima with ATC CAVS clearance – after visual OTW acquisition, ATC 
provides call-sign of the flight to follow and clearance for CAVS separation. 

5 European CAVS – CAVS with separation minima and ATC CAVS clearance, after visual OTW 
acquisition, ATC provides call-sign of the flight to follow and CAVS clearance to maintain 3NM behind 
preceding traffic, i.e. “pilot becomes controller” for his own flight. 

6 CAPP – no OTW visual acquisition needed (CDTI only) – not developed, unclear if pilot would have to 
maintain separation minima.

7 ASPA – FIM – ATC provides call-sign of aircraft ahead and clearance to follow it XX NM or minutes 
ahead, avionics provide speed command (and potentially turn instructions) to maintain assigned
spacing, pilot implements speed. 

8 “Hands-free ASPA-FIM” Same as above, but autopilot automatically implements speed commands
(but flaps and airbrakes are still operated manually by the pilot, and pilot executes turns). Allows 
more speed commands to be implemented. 



ASAS success story: Oceanic ITP

Allows aircraft to cross level of another aircraft 
they see on the CDTI (if so cleared by ATC).

Operational in both the Atlantic and the Pacific.

Saves fuel and enhances pilot situational 
awareness (pilots can now make smart level 
change requests). 

Benefit based on introduction of surveillance in a 
procedural control environment. 

No plans for further development (surveillance 
coming!). 

Reference: [8]
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ASPA-FIM research results in SESAR

SESAR 1 validations considered 
automatic implementation of speed 
commands (“hands-free ASPA-FIM”) –
concept unsuccessful, some of the 
problems:
• Long clearances – requiring CPDLC at lower 

levels and with low latency (3 seconds).
• Large number of ASPA-UNABLE from the 

avionics (due to less smooth speed 
management than ATC, and also to lower speed 
range due to the automatic implementation –
avionics can’t use flaps or speed brakes)

• Increased fuel consumption (maybe due to 
reactive speed control?).

Concept was dropped after unsuccessful 
systems engineering review at the end 
of SESAR 1 (2016). Last validation report 
was VP-805 [7].
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ASPA-FIM research in S2020 Wave 1

Wave 1 solution 01-05
• Also “hands-free” ASPA-FIM, but no airborne 

simulations, target level is V2 only.
• Fixed routes (environmental constraint) – ATCOs 

can only use speed control. 
• Throughput drops due to fixed routes, expectation 

is to recover (at least some) with ASPA-FIM
• New algorithm - smoother, consideration of 

Achieve-by-point (ABP) rather than try to achieve 
spacing asap like in the past. 

• R/T only (no data link). 

For more information please see reference [2].

De-prioritized for Wave 2 (will not continue to V3 in 
SESAR).
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CAVS research in S2020 Wave 1

Solution 01-07, no ANSP involvement, V2 only, cockpit 
simulations only. 

CDTI + differential speed (CAVS application).

Options:
• “Cleared for visual separation” (CAVS with no minima and 

transparent to ATCO) – substitutes misuse of TCAS display 
• “Cleared for CAVS separation behind XXX” (CAVS with no 

minima with ATC clearance)
• “Cleared for CAVS separation XX miles behind XXX” 

(European CAVS – CAVS with minima) - transmission of 
call-sign of previous aircraft via R/T is problematic. 

Same equipment used for SA on the airport surface.

VLD in Wave 2. 
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From non-standard use of TCAS for 
spacing to CAVS?
Pilots see traffic display on TCAS, deviation from ATC clearance based 
on it is NOK, non-compliance was identified from the onset of TCAS 
[11].

However, ATC speed commands may be vague on final approach (e.g. 
ATCO instructs aircraft to maintain 180KT, but does not say until 
when…). 

It is known that many pilots routinely use TCAS for spacing on final 
approach, but there is a safety concern about this practice (but no 
formal safety study I know of):
• TCAS display is precise in range, but not so in bearing (problem for 

parallel runways!) – solvable with ADS-B-in
• TCAS has no support for spacing like CAVS has (e.g. no differential 

speed).

An important argument that has been used in favour of the 
development of CAVS is that it could address this safety concern 
(addressing both points!).

But CAVS has additional requirements that make it more challenging, 
and concept is linked to OTW acquisition, while non-standard use of 
TCAS is not. 

Could the CAVS application be certified for use in all circumstances 
where there is no explicit ATC speed command (with or without visual 
acquisition, with or without visual separation).
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Aircraft have also been observed making 
vertical or horizontal manoeuvres based 
solely on the information shown on the 
traffic display, without visual acquisition by 
the flight crew and sometimes contrary to 
their existing ATC clearance. Such 
manoeuvres may not be consistent with 
controller plans, can cause a significant 
degradation in the level of flight safety and 
may be contrary to a limitation contained in 
the TCAS Airplane Flight Manual 
Supplement. This improper use of the traffic 
display has been addressed via pilot 
training programs but more emphasis is 
needed (TCAS 7.1 manual, 2011). 



Airborne separation in the US

CAVS is their priority –looking at maintaining rwy. throughput 
at large airports in Marginal Meteorological Conditions (MMC) 
– CAVS with no minima, transparent to ATC [9] (but they could 
also explore CAVS with no minima with ATC clearance). 

Voluntary (no mandate) equipage is growing [4] (retro-fit in 
EFB, forward-fit integrated in avionics)

Equipage includes IM: ASAS with manual implementation of 
speed commands (option 6 in the table, lower automation 
level than SESAR), but how to use it is not mature [5] [6]. 

US IM is close to SESAR Wave 1 concept, both collaborate in 
EUROCAE/RTCA standards. 

Now R/T only: like SESAR, they have moved away from CPDLC. 
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ASAS for IFR RPAS?

Remain-Well-Clear (RWC) is separation, it is not the 
same as  Collision Avoidance (CA). 

• Perception: since RPAS do not have pilot on board 
(OTW is not possible), RWC will be the primary 
means of separation. 

• Fact: In controlled airspace, separator is ATC, and 
manned aircraft OTW is only for situational 
awareness and collision avoidance, this is what will 
be substituted by CDTI in IFR RPAS, but separator 
will be ATC for both IFR RPAS and manned aircraft.

ASAS not easier for RPAS than for manned aviation 
(added latency!).

In the US, visual separation is used extensively (not 
only for speed adjustment on final approach) – they 
fear introduction of “blind” pilots may impact ATCO 
workload [12] – this concern is not relevant in Europe, 
where use of visual separation is marginal. 

In SESAR Wave 2, only accommodation and integration 
in airspaces A-C will be researched (airspaces D-G de-
prioritized), RWC system only for SA in support of CA 
(like TCAS TA for manned aircraft) [10].
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The opinions expressed herein reflect the author’s view only. 
Under no circumstances shall the SESAR Joint Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information 
contained herein.

Thank you for your attention!
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What is MSP?

Multi-sector Planner = N Executive Controllers + 1 Planner 
Controller

Objective is increased ATCO productivity (fewer 
controllers).

“Traditional” set-up is N = 1

SESAR 1 Release 2 solution (solution #63) was N = 2, but it 
is a local “quick win”solution requirements not generic 

SESAR 2020 Wave 1: 10-01a will reach V3 for TMA/E-TMA, 
and V2 for en-route. 

SESAR 2020 Wave 2: Candidate solutions 70 (Collaborative 
control and MSP in en-route) and 73 (Improved distribution 
of separation responsibility and flight-centric ATC)
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Beyond MSP

Old naive view: “With automation support, the workload of the 
planner per aircraft is reduced and he can therefore plan for more 
than one sector”.

Not as straightforward as it seems: 

• In an MSP environment, some planner tasks may need to be 
taken by the executive controller, thereby reducing sector 
capacity (may still increase productivity).

• MSP may require more frequencies. 
• Planner monitors the frequency, can only monitor one frequency. 
• Task allocation to either planner or executive may be changing, 

e.g. planner to uplink CPDLC messages.
• New planning tasks are emerging: Flow management / strategic 

management tasks (see EAP).
• Flight-centric ATC concept has no planner, only allocator who 

may take some strategic planning tasks. 
• (Maybe) Counterintuitively, easier in TMA than in en-route. 
• Collaborative control: two or more ATCOs share responsibility 

over same piece of airspace (of which flight-centric (= sector-
less) is a special case)

SESAR now takes a more holistic view, rather than MSP we look at 
“Controller team organisation”: allocation of tasks between 
controllers and automation (automation is now a team member!)
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The opinions expressed herein reflect the author’s view only. 
Under no circumstances shall the SESAR Joint Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information 
contained herein.

Thank you for your attention!
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Way forward

Decision on topic

• Would members like to pursue ASAS or MSP for the final topic of the 2018 Work 
Programme?

• What is the scope of this next position paper?

Next steps

• EGHD Support will organise bilaterals with members in early January to gather input 
ahead of the next teleconference.
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4. EGHD Work Programme 2019
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All



EGHD/19 – 15th November 2018

Brainstorm of topics for 2019 Work Programme

Members and Commission have so far provided the following ideas for 2019 topics:

Commission

• ATCO licencing in the context of Cross-Border Services (need to involve EASA)

• Virtual / physical mobility of ATCOs – opportunities, constraints and challenges

• Issue of capacity (without delving into working conditions) – best practices, link 
between capacity and the ATM system?

Members

• Fatigue management

• Substance abuse

• Availability (or lack) of types of ATCO / ATSEP equipment

Other

• Update of existing published papers
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Any further ideas?



All

5. Any Other Business
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Dates of future telecons / meetings

Next teleconference

• Mid-January?

Future meetings

• EGHD/20 – early February? 
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